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“Doing it like ... Disney!”
What if Disney ran YOUR Organisation?
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Creating a Culture of Service and Customer Experience Excellence

What IF... Disney ran your Organisation?
Disney has won the “Best in Class” Award for their Customer
Service Principles for the last consecutive 40 years
… now these principles are delivering excellence in Organisations across the UK
The Institute of Customer Service Says…
In a Survey of Senior Executives – over 6,000 Executives believed that
understanding the Customer viewpoint was ‘very likely’ to lead to Customer
Service ROI, viewing it as a key driver of increased efficiency and perceived “Value
for Money”.
“Local Organisations must design an experience that creates customer advocacy
and establishes a total culture of service quality, from the top down, in order to
deliver for customers. Focusing on, and measuring, the softer elements of
Customer Service is key to achieving Customer Service ROI”

Workshop Agenda: “Doing it like Disney!!”
The 10 Things you would do differently if Disney ran your Organisation
“Thanks

for all your work delivering the Customer Service
training sessions. I have received fantastic feedback and am
positive that we will be able to take this forward to achieve the
cultural change and increased service standards to which we are
aspiring.”
(Darren Baker Head of Projects & Compliance University of
Essex Campus Services)
““Just ..... FANTASTIC!!” (Helen Tautz – Director of
Operations ITV for Ant & Dec’s “I’m a Celebrity – get
me out of here!” and Saturday Night Take Away)

“Absolutely amazing experience/training...” (Service
Improvement Lead, Chelsea and Westminster NHS)
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“Doing it like Disney!!”
Sprinkling the “Magic Kingdom” Dust: Disney’s Service Principles
➢ Going Beyond Service Excellence to guarantee the Customer Experience
➢ Experiential Activity: Paradigm Shifter
➢ The Disney Principles of Service Excellence: What can we apply in our
Organisation?
➢ The 9 Principles of Service Excellence – The Service Gospel according to
Disney
➢ The 6 Keys to the Magic Kingdom – applying them to your Organisation
The 10 things you would do Differently if Disney ran YOUR Organisation
1. Focus on what can’t be measured – Measuring the Customer
Experience
2. Paradox: Customer First is more efficient – Building Empathy &
Compassion with our Customers. Creating Winning Behaviours and
Attitudes in our Departments
3. Regard Customer Satisfaction as Fools Gold – The top 7 Drivers for
Customer Satisfaction
4. Measure to improve NOT to impress Seeing your Organisation through the eyes of a Customer
➢ “Moments of Truth” – Jan Carlsson SAS
Group Activity: Customer / Customer Touch-Points
➢ Experiential Activity: Seeing Your Organisation through the eyes
of a Customer
➢ Moments of Truth / The 15 Steps Strategy / Agile / Lean Thinking
– Measuring Customer Satisfaction
➢ Setting our Service Standards for our
Organisation: On a scale of 1-10: how would our
Customers score us?
➢ Self-Audit how do WE stack up against our Values
➢ Keeping the Customer Satisfied
➢ Experiential Activity: Self Audit – Measuring our Values

4. Measure to improve NOT to impress
Outpatients Customer Service Reminders
Ensure privacy and confidentiality is maintained by speaking
in a discrete tone, offering a quiet area if available, or ask
other patients to remain out of earshot
Listen to Patients, allow them to finish speaking and do not
rush what they are saying. Do not have personal
conversations or discuss work problems or colleagues in
open areas
Immediately acknowledge Patients by making eye contact
and smiling; even if you cannot speak to them until you finish
a task you may be involved with
Introduce yourself by name and welcome Patients in a
friendly manner. For example; “How can I help you? Who are
you here to see? Welcome to ...”. Let Patients know how long
they may have to wait to be seen and apologise if
there is
a delay

Delivering Customer Experience Excellence
NHS Birmingham Children’s Hospital Team busily working
on their 2020 Vision at Ronald McDonald’s House!

Doing it like...

Customer Engagement
➢ Creating a Culture where Transformation and Innovation Thrive
➢ Leadership, Followership and Conflictors!
5. De-centralise the Authority to say “YES” – modelling empowerment and creating Excellence
6. Change the concept of Work from Service to Theatre – The role of Emotional Intelligence
within the Customer Service: Service with Empathy and Compassion through
Empathic Listening Techniques
The 4 Principles of Achieving Customer Excellence Experience
– FiSH! DVD
➢
➢
➢
➢

Choose your Attitude
Play
Make their Day
Be There for them
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Integrating Empathy and Compassion in our Customer Care
➢ Turning a Customer Service into a Customer EXPERIENCE
➢ Understanding the Customer that we are Serving
➢ Dealing with difficult Customers – the ABC of handling
Managing Behaviour
➢ How to turn Raging Customers into Raving Fans!

Developing Emotional Intelligence in our Customer Service
➢
➢
➢
➢

When Business Intelligence meets Emotional Intelligence
Hard-Wiring Compassion and Empathy into our DNA
DeBono’s Thinking Hats – Challenging Personalities
Creating a Culture of Compassion and Empathy by
developing our E.Q.

➢ Experiential Activity: Impasse – The ABC of Managing Behaviour

7. Harness the Motivating Power of Imagination
➢ Creating a Culture of Innovation, Service and Customer Experience
Excellence
➢ How DO those guys do it? - Apple / Nike / 3M / Leading Councils
➢ The 3 Ingredients for Innovation for Service Excellence
➢ Disney’s Creative Strategy – “Dreaming the Perfect outcome”
➢ Experiential Activity: Designing our Perfect “10 out of 10” Organisation
with Appreciative Inquiry

8. Create a climate of dis-satisfaction
➢
Understanding and applying the principles of Lean Thinking
and Kaizen into our Organisation

9.
➢
➢
➢
➢

Create GREAT Teams!
The 5 Dysfunctions of a Team
How to create Inspirational and Compassionate Teams
Teamwork Lessons from the Geese - DVD
Experiential Activity: Levitation Challenge

10. Close the gap between KNOWING and DOING
➢ Creating a Disney Integration Matrix for our Values and Standards
10. Close the Gap Between Knowing and Doing
PEOPLE
How do the
People deliver
these 5 Values?

PLACES
How do the Places
deliver these 5
Values?

Disney’s Integration Matrix

PROCESS
How do the
Processes deliver
these 5 Values?
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Format: This module will include group work, videos and experiential learning activities to uncover
awareness and insight into the importance of creativity, problem solving, collaborative and solutions
focussed thinking and how to create an environment and culture where trust, innovation and
service excellence thrive.
Delegates will:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Be inspired and motivated to shift their personal paradigm for Service Excellence
Consider your Organisation through the eyes of a Customer (internal and external) or
Partner
Learn the 3 vital ingredients to create a culture of innovation for Service Excellence
Explore Disney’s Principles of Service Excellence and Continuous Improvement
Create the “perfect service” utilising Appreciative Inquiry Planning tools
Discover how to apply Positive Psychology throughout our organisation
Consider the relevance of breaking down silos in order to achieve customer experience
excellence through the efficiency of Functional Teamwork
Learn and apply the Disney Principles of Service Excellence Experience
Complete a Self-Audit of their own perceived Service competencies
Explore Professional Communication Tools to enhance Service levels
Develop a greater awareness of the role of Emotional Intelligence within Customer
Service
Understand how their Emotional Intelligence Behaviours stack up under Pressure
Improve their understanding of how to
apply empathy and compassion
How to create Customer EXPERIENCE Excellence
Consider the Service Principles of
The progression of Competitive
Customer
FISH!
Advantage “Value-Added” in your
Experience
Excellence

Organisation

Delivering Customer
EXPERIENCE Excellence

One of the significant “Secrets”
deployed by Disney’s Magic Kingdom
is that he believes that there is a
level ABOVE that of “Customer
Service Excellence” – and that is
“Customer Experience of
Excellence”. Applying the “10 Things
you would do differently” will create
an experience for your customers /
guests - and it is the EXPERIENCE
which your guests will talk to others
about.

Customer
Service
“Doing it like Disney!”

Delivering Customer Service Excellence

Products or
Service

“Nowadays, ‘Customer Service
Excellence’ is expected in every
Quality Service service organisation … we need to go
beyond ‘Service Excellence’ and learn
Differentiators
how to deliver ‘Customer and
Customer Experience Excellence’
Identify
…something that our Customers will
talk about forever…”

The cost of this module is £895 + VAT for groups of up to 12 delegates.
This cost includes all preparation, materials, team building equipment, workbooks and
trainers expenses.
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Our unique insight into Disney’s Award-Winning Concepts
Our lead facilitator for this Workshop has a unique insight to Disney’s amazing Customer Service concepts.
Barry Bailey is a Fellow of the Institute of Leadership and Management with a 24-year experience in Leadership
and Management in 3M at Executive Level – a $35bn organisation where he held the position of European Vice
President of 3M, where he was solely responsible for a $500m+ business.
Prior to his current role in Mobile Team Challenge and
whilst working for 3M, he was responsible for Customer
Service Excellence across 15 countries in a $35bn
business. During this time, a Customer Service Excellence
Professional in the U.S. by the name of Tom Peters
authored a book which was to become “The Greatest
Business Book of All Time” where he identified 43
global companies who had attained excellence. Disney
was cited as being “Best in Class” for Customer Service
(they have now won this accolade for almost 40
consecutive years) and 3M won the “Best in Class” Award
for Innovation.
As a consequence, Disney and 3M went on to partner in
many commercial and “Best Practice Sharing” activities.
The 3M Team shared with the Disney Management Team
how they “did” innovation and our Facilitator was invited
to Florida to have an un-precedented week (for a nonDisney employee) “behind the scenes” in Disney to
see how they excelled at Customer Service.

Sprinkling the Magic Kingdom Dust
➢“In Search of Excellence” – written by Tom Peters
➢ 3 Million Copies sold in first 4 years
The "Greatest Business Book of All Time" (Bloomsbury UK), In Search of
Excellence has long been a must-have for the boardroom, business
school, and bedside table.
➢ Identified 43 Companies who had attained “Excellence”
consistently wins the “Best in Class” Award
for Customer Service and
for Innovation

➢

“In this volatile business of ours, we can ill afford to rest on our
laurels, even to pause in retrospect. Times and conditions change
so rapidly that we must keep our aim constantly focused on the
future."
Walt Disney

As a consequence, 3M rolled out the Disney Customer
Service principles across its European subsidiaries to great effect, and more recently, since leaving 3M and joining
MTC, he has been educating hundreds of Organisations; including Retail, Hospitality, Accountancy Firms, Leisure
Centres, Museums, Local Authorities, 33 NHS Foundation Trusts (approximately 2,500 delegates have attended
our “Service Excellence – Doing it like Disney!” Workshops since 2013. And it is for this reason that our workshop
will use our highly acclaimed, and CPD Accredited, Workshop where we can leverage our successes and
experience in the Public and Private Sector as the platform on which we will build bespoke modules for your
Company to create engaged and motivated Staff by achieving behavioural and attitudinal change in all CustomerFacing Teams. This inspirational workshop includes experiential activities and group work and is ideal for all levels
of Staff.
This is a unique opportunity to model your Company on the best Customer Service provider of ALL time delivered
by someone who has been privileged to see behind the scenes in Disney as to how they achieve Service
Excellence – year on year – and who will inspire and motivate your teams to help you apply all of the Secrets of
the Magic Kingdom to your organisation.

This is a CPD accredited workshop and all delegates will
receive a professional CPD Certificate in Customer Service
Excellence.

All materials Copyright Mobile Team Challenge Ltd
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Don’t take our word for it…Hear what others are saying…

‘Hi Barry, Thanks again for delivering the session today – it’s good to see it so well
received. This has generated a lot of interest, not least from the new Chief Exec’.
(Learning & Development Officer, Winchester County Council)
“Thank you SO much for your great energy and ability to motivate” – (Specialist
Practitioner – West London NHS Trust)
“The facilitator (Barry) was VERY skillful, knowledgeable and superlatively experienced –
He was able to contain and help the audience thoughtfully and sensitively ensuring
respect and positive and acknowledgement” (Specialist Practitioner West London NHS
Trust)
“Thanks again for coming to deliver an excellent workshop, the team spoke very highly of
the course after the event and even still now. They are currently working on their plans
for our future HR customer experience.” (Strategic Workforce Manager Humberside
Police)
“I echo Dana’s sentiments; the team were really positive about the training and you have
given them a lot to think about which is great to see”. (Career Services Senior HR Officer,
Humberside Police)
‘A very powerful way of introducing Emotional Intelligence in a way we never have
before. Loved the activities and experiential learning approach – MTC are a highly
recommended learning and development organisation’ (BUPA – Northern Area Training
Team Manager)
'A powerful, effective and common-sense approach that produced only positive outcomes
and excellent results' (Chelsea Building Society)
'MTC has proved to be exceptional and versatile for improving leadership,
communication, teambuilding, mutual support, self-belief, problem solving and creative
thinking within. Its potential within the workplace is vast whilst also being great fun'
(Tony Woodcock, Honda UK)
“A great three days … three highly successful and effective days for Customer Service
Excellence and Team Working‟. (Regional Training Director, Vodafone)
“Thank you for the inspiring 2 day’s training you did for us recently, we have noticed a
difference already!”
(Assistant Director for Organisational Development NHS Trust S. Region.)
“Just ..... FANTASTIC!!” (Helen Tautz – Director of Operations ITV for Ant & Dec’s “I’m a
Celebrity – get me out of here!” and “Saturday Night Take Away”)
“We had an amazing day! – this has changed the thinking of our Management
Team – VERY professional and thought provoking” (Director of HR & OD, Aintree
University NHS Foundation Trust Hospital, Liverpool)
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“A VERY motivational and inspirational day...” (Divisional Director of Operations for
Clinical Support Services at Chelsea and Westminster NHS)
“Fantastic – very motivational...”
(Lead for Patient and Staff Experience. Chelsea and Westminster NHS)
“Absolutely amazing experience/training...” (Service Improvement Lead, Chelsea and
Westminster NHS)
“Thanks for all your work delivering the training sessions. I have received fantastic
feedback and am positive that we will be able to take this forward to achieve the cultural
change and increased customer service standards to which we are aspiring.” (Head of
Projects & Compliance University of Essex Campus Services)
"Absolutely FANTASTIC Course! - Engaging, Informative, Interesting,
Enlightening" (Team Leader Unison: The Public Service Union)
“This course has been, literally! ...LIFE CHANGING!!” (Team Leader Unison)
“Good morning Barry I’m sure you get a lot of emails like this one Thank you so much for
the training course that you presented last week It was truly inspirational and I
thoroughly enjoyed the 2 days” (Account Manager for Jaguar Land-Rover)
‘Brilliant Trainer who was able to keep my attention all day through an interesting
presentation and fun and informative experiential activities. The feedback has been
excellent!’ (Senior Planner, Slough Borough Council)
“Very Engaging - the BEST version of this kind of training that I have EVER Experienced!"
(Financial Controller Medway Foundation Trust)
"Fantastic Course! - with Excellent Speaker - thank You" (Senior Contracts Manager NHS
Surrey Heathlands CCG)

